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[1] Precipitation changes are a key driver of climate change
impacts. On average, global precipitation is expected to
increase with warming. However, model projections show
that precipitation does not scale linearly with surface air
temperature. Instead, global hydrological sensitivity, the
relative change of global‐mean precipitation per degree of
global warming, seems to vary across different scenarios
and even with time. Based on output from 20 coupled
Atmosphere‐Ocean‐General‐Circulation‐Models for up to
7 different scenarios, we discuss to what extent these
variations can be explained by changes in the tropospheric
energy budget. Our analysis supports earlier findings that
long‐ and shortwave absorbers initially decrease global‐
mean precipitation. Including these absorbers into a
multivariate scaling approach allows to closely reproduce
the simulated global‐mean precipitation changes. We find a
sensitivity of global‐mean precipitation to tropospheric
greenhouse gas forcing of −0.42 ± 0.23%/(W/m2)
(uncertainty given as one std of inter‐model variability) and
to black carbon emissions of −0.07 ± 0.02%/(Mt/yr). In
combination with these two predictors the dominant longer‐
term effect of surface air temperatures on precipitation is
estimated to be 2.2 ± 0.52%/K – much lower than the
6.5%/K that may be expected from the Clausius‐Clapeyron
relationship.Citation: Frieler, K., M.Meinshausen, T. Schneider

von Deimling, T. Andrews, and P. Forster (2011), Changes in

global‐mean precipitation in response to warming, greenhouse gas

forcing and black carbon, Geophys. Res. Lett., 38, L04702,

doi:10.1029/2010GL045953.

1. Introduction

[2] Relative humidity is observed to stay approximately
constant under global warming [Trenberth et al., 2007].
Therefore, if precipitation was driven by the availability of
moisture, one would expect an increase of about 6.5%/K
from the Clausius Clapeyron relationship between temper-
ature change and saturation vapor pressure [Mitchell et al.,
1987; Allen and Ingram, 2002]. 20‐yr long satellite ob-
servations seem to support such an increase [Wentz et al.,
2007], although observed precipitation trends strongly dif-
fer across data sources [Trenberth et al., 2007; Arkin et al.,
2010]. On a longer timescale, current Atmosphere‐Ocean‐
General‐Circulation‐Models (AOGCMs) show a much
weaker global hydrological sensitivity (HS) of about 1–3%/K
(median = 1.7%/K after Held and Soden [2006] and 1.4%/K

after Liepert and Previdi [2009]). The tropospheric energy
budget seems to set a more severe constraint on simulated
precipitation changes than availability of moisture [e.g.,
Mitchell et al., 1987; Allen and Ingram, 2002; Held and
Soden, 2006; Liepert and Previdi, 2009].
[3] Changes in forcing agents might change global‐mean

precipitation in two ways: (1) via changes in global‐mean
surface air temperature and associated climate feedbacks, on
a “slow” timescale of years or (2) by changes to the tro-
pospheric energy budget due to the presence of the forcing
agent itself, on a “fast” timescale of days or weeks.
[4] The response to global‐mean surface air temperature,

DT, has been shown to be well described by aDT, [e.g.,
Lambert and Webb, 2008; Andrews et al., 2009; Ming et al.,
2010] with a being approximately independent of the
forcing agent [Andrews et al., 2010]. Previdi [2010] ana-
lysed AR4 AOGCMs simulations to split up the feedback
term into a temperature, water vapor, and cloud related
component. A “fast” response to the change in tropospheric
heating occurs as soon as purely radiative top of the atmo-
sphere (TOA) and surface forcing differ. Higher TOA than
surface forcing induces a tropospheric heating that decreases
the vertical temperature gradient (lapse rate) ‐ thereby sta-
bilizing the atmosphere, damping convection and precipi-
tation [Lambert and Allen, 2009; Dong et al., 2009]. Given
the small heat capacity of the troposphere and assuming
small changes in tropospheric temperatures, conservation of
its energy budget dictates that any tropospheric radiative
forcing has to be balanced by sensible or latent heat fluxes –
with the latter shown to be dominant, mainly on the basis of
instantaneous CO2 doubling experiments [e.g.,Mitchell et al.,
1987; Allen and Ingram, 2002; Yang et al., 2003; Lambert
and Faull, 2007; Andrews et al., 2009]. Other GHGs are
expected to have a qualitatively similar effect as CO2 on the
tropospheric energy budget and hence on precipitation.
Recently, black carbon (BC) aerosols gained more attention
in the context of global HS [Lambert and Allen, 2009;
Andrews et al., 2010; Ming et al., 2010; Previdi, 2010].
Absorbing shortwave radiation BC shows a positive TOA
forcing (therefore increasing global‐mean temperature, and
so precipitation) while radiative surface forcing is estimated
to be negative [Ramanathan et al., 2001]. In addition to
decreasing sensible heat fluxes at lower layers, the change in
atmospheric radiative cooling also induces strong near‐
instantaneous reductions in latent heating [Andrews et al.,
2010; Lambert and Allen, 2009], which can even cancel
the increase in precipitation expected from the associated
surface warming [Ming et al., 2010].
[5] For scattering aerosols (e.g., tropospheric sulfate

aerosols or stratospheric volcanic aerosols) and changes in
solar irradiance, TOA forcings are very similar to surface
radiative forcings. Not considering possible interactions
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with BC, their “fast” effects on global precipitation are
shown to be small [Lambert and Faull, 2007; Andrews
et al., 2010], although they might play an important role
for regional precipitation [Ramanathan et al., 2001].
[6] Usually, individual climate models were used to ana-

lyze the effects of different forcing agents separately. To our
knowledge there is only one approach to extract the indi-
vidual contributions from nine transient multi‐forcing 20th
century AOGCM runs [Lambert and Allen, 2009]. We build
on this approach, test various predictors and quantify the
unexplained inter‐scenario variability of global HS.

2. Tropospheric Energy Budget

[7] The energy balance equation for the troposphere can
be written as:

LDPþDSH ¼ �DTþDR ð1Þ

with specific latent heat L, LDP being the change in latent
heat release due to changes in precipitation DP, DSH the
change in sensible heat flux, aDT the net change of radia-
tive fluxes in and out of the troposphere due to changes in
global‐mean surface air temperature and associated climate
feedbacks, and DR being the near‐instantaneous tropo-
spheric forcing. We splitDR according to the forcing agents
expected to be most relevant for precipitation changes,
namely GHGs and BC. We furthermore assume that DSH
can be split into additive components (DSH = DSHT +
DSHGHG + DSHBC) and that each of them can be related to
the latent heat flux contribution by agent‐ or temperature
specific Bowen Ratios (BX = DSHX/(LDPX), with X being
T, GHG or BC). Thus, for relative precipitation changeDP/P
equation (1) can be rewritten as:

DP=P ¼ kT *DTþ kGHG *DRGHG þ k′
BC

*DRBC; ð2Þ

where kT = a/(LP(1 + BT)), kGHG = 1/(LP(1 + BGHG)), and
k′BC = 1/(LP(1 + BBC)).

3. Data and the Statistical Model

[8] To test whether equation (2) is able to explain varia-
tions in simulated global HS we apply a multivariate
regression to data from 20 AR4 AOGCMs as available from
the CMIP3 model archive (http://www‐pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/
about/ipcc.php).
[9] We use the complete set of past (20c3m), future

(commit, sresb1, sresa1b, sresa2), and idealized CO2‐only
scenarios (1pctto2x, 1pctto4x), if available, including up to
5 ensemble runs for each of the seven scenarios. For each
simulation we calculate decadal averages (DP/P)i,j of
global‐mean precipitation changes (relative to the linear
trend of the control run data) with i indicating the model and
j the scenario. To explain (DP/P)i,j, we include the following
three predictors, henceforth called “basic” predictors:
[10] 1. DT: decadal average of global‐mean temperature

change with respect to the linear trend of the control run.
[11] 2. DRGHG: weighted sum of adjusted TOA forcings

(FTOA) with respect to the control runs based on the
assumption that the tropospheric forcing of each GHG
component is proportional to its adjusted TOA forcing.
Andrews et al. [2010] found the same ratio of surface to
TOA forcings for two different levels of CO2 concentrations

supporting the proportionality assumption at least for CO2.
Agent‐specific weightings account for the fact that the ratio
of DRGHG to FTOA may differ from forcing agent to forcing
agent (see Figure S1 of the auxiliary material).1 Assuming
the ratio of agent specific weights to be model independent
represents an additional limitation discussed in section 5.
Adjusted TOA forcings are taken from AOGCM‐specific
emulations [Meinshausen et al., 2008].
[12] 3. EBC: global BC emissions, as provided by the

AOGCM groups (see Figure S2). Given the relatively short
atmospheric residence time of BC, EBC is assumed to be
proportional to tropospheric BC forcing (DRBC ∼ bEBC).
High correlations between GHG and BC forcings in the
20c3m run that hindered Lambert and Allen [2009] ana-
lysing BC as separate regressor are less a problem in this
study because we analyse both idealized and several multi‐
forcing scenarios. Given the above approximations, our
model is described by:

DP=Pð Þij ¼ kT þ r
mod;i
T þ r

scen;i;j
T

� �

DT

þ kGHG þ r
mod;i
GHG

� �

* DRGHG

þ kBC þ r
mod;i
BC

� �

* EBC þ "ij ð3Þ

with kT, kGHG, and kBC = b k′BC being the central (multi‐
AOGCM mean) estimates of the scaling coefficients that are
equal or proportional to the coefficients introduced in
equation (2). " describes the residual variability of DP/P not
explained by the predictors. The “random effects” frame-
work [Pinheiro and Bates, 2000] applied here explicitly
allows for AOGCM specific deviations (rX

mod,i) from the
central scaling coefficients, assumed to stem from normal
distributions around zero. We optionally allow for normally
distributed scenario‐dependent random effect rT

scen,i,j to
quantify the remaining scenario‐dependency of the global
HS. That random effect should ideally be small, if the pre-
dictors explain precipitation changes sufficiently well. The
models excluding and including rT

scen,i,j, are subsequently
called “standard” and “extended”, respectively. All scaling
coefficients kX and standard deviations sX

mod (and sT
scen) of

the random effects are estimated by a restricted maximum
likelihood approach using the R‐package “nlme” [Pinheiro
and Bates, 2000]. To assist comparison of the resulting
coefficients, we normalized DRGHG and EBC by the recip-
rocal of the averages across all AOGCMs in 1999.
[13] Besides sT

scen the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) is used to describe the performance of the statistical
model.

4. Performance of the Basic Model Including T,
GHG and BC

[14] Figure 1 shows that for some AOGCMs the relation
between global‐mean precipitation and temperature clearly
depends on the considered emission scenario. There is a
pronounced difference between the idealized CO2 doubling
and quadrupling runs and the multi‐forcing runs, especially
for models including BC effects. For some of the BC runs

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2010GL045953.
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the forcing effect even leads to a reduction in precipitation
in the 20c3m run, an effect also found in some of the BC
experiments by Ming et al. [2010]. During stabilization, the
solely temperature driven increase in precipitation is par-
ticularly strong while near‐instantaneous radiative effects
dampen the increase during other periods [Wu et al., 2010].
[15] Our “standard” model including the “basic” pre-

dictors provides a very good fit to the AOGCM data. Global
HS is estimated to be 2.2%/K, with sT

mod = 0.52%/K (see
Table 1). This value is smaller than the multimodel mean of
2.76%/K found by Andrews et al. [2009] for instantaneous
CO2 doubling experiments performed by slab ocean models
but close to the multimodel mean value of 2.4%/K found for
the stabilization periods of the idealized model runs per-
formed by a subset of the AR4‐AOGCMs also considered
here [Andrews and Forster, 2010]. The remaining differ-
ence might be due to shortcomings of the fixed weight-
ings applied to the adjusted TOA GHG forcings (see
section 5) or a slightly different set of AOGCMs. In
addition, a part of the temperature dependent response might
be attributed to DRGHG due to its correlation with DT.
Increasing GHG forcing and BC emissions leads to a strong
near‐instantaneous change in precipitation of −0.42 ±
0.23%/(W/m2) for DRGHG and −0.07 ± 0.02%/(Mt/yr) for

EBC. The central value of the scaling coefficients is close to or
larger than 2sX

mod for all three predictors indicating that the
effects are basically consistent across the range of considered
AOGCMs (see Table 1).
[16] The inter‐scenario variability estimated by the

“extended” model versions can be reduced by 50% (from
0.38%/K to 0.19%/K) by including DRGHG and EBC. The
central estimates are not strongly affected by the inclusion of
the scenario dependent random effect rT

scen. Comparing the
different models by the BIC clearly shows that the model
containing the three “basic” predictors is superior to the
reduced one only including DT (see Table S1).

5. Sensitivity Analysis

[17] One shortcoming using DRGHG are the fixed
weightings to calculate the aggregate DRGHG from indi-
vidual adjusted TOA forcings (see auxiliary material). Ide-
ally, each TOA forcing component would be included
separately into the regression allowing for AOGCM‐specific
scaling coefficients for each forcing agent individually. The
high correlation of the adjusted TOA forcing time series
does however not allow that approach. But, as we include
the idealized runs, in which only CO2 is varied, we can at

Figure 1. Ten‐year averages of relative change in global‐mean precipitation with respect to the pre‐industrial control run
(except of the idealized runs of CCSM3, ECHO‐G, CGCM2.3.2, and PCM that branch off the present‐day control run)
plotted against global‐mean temperature change. Color coding indicates different scenarios (red = 1pctto2x, blue =
1pctto4x, grey = 20c3m, violet = commit, pink = sresa1b, purple = sresa2, lightblue = sresb1). Eight AOGCMs took
BC into account (panels a to i highlighted in yellow). Projections (best linear unbiased estimates) of our “standard” model
based on the three “basic” predictors T, DRGHG, and EBC are shown as solid lines. The HadGEM1 diagnosis (panel b) is
enlarged for illustrative purposes (panel i).
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least split up DRGHG into the tropospheric forcing induced
by CO2(DRCO2), and the remainder (DRGHG\CO2). Includ-
ing both components into the statistical model provides
larger coefficients for the CO2 component and smaller ones
for DRGHG\CO2 (see Table 1). This indicates that our
weights for aggregating DRGHG might have to be reduced
for the other GHGs in comparison to CO2. The estimated
global HS of 2.3%/K is slightly closer to the estimate of
Andrews and Forster [2010].
[18] We also tested an array of additional predictors.

These are sulfate emissions (ESOx), volcanic forcing (Fvolc),
solar forcing (Fsolar), interaction effects between BC and
sulfate aerosols (i.e., the product of (normalized) BC and
sulfate emissions, IBC,SOx), and analogously IBC,volc and
IBC,solar. While ESOx and Fsolar were normalized analogously
to EBC and DRGHG, Fvolc was normalized with respect to
1991, the year of the Pinatubo eruption. Stepwise inclusion
of these predictors still reduces the BIC but in smaller steps
(see Table S1). The “standard” model including additional
predictors improves only slightly on the model with the
“basic” predictors (see Figure S6). There is nearly no further
reduction in sT

scen estimated by the “extended” model.
[19] While the scaling coefficients of the basic predictors

are relatively stable across the different model versions, the

effects of the additional components turn out to be smaller
and less consistent across AOGCMs as evident from the
comparison of the central estimates and their inter‐AOGCM
variations sX

model (see Table 1). The effect of ESOx per unit
mass of emissions is more than one order of magnitude
smaller than the BC effect and not significantly different
from zero. That is expected from TOA and surface forcings
being nearly identical for sulfate aerosols. However, there
seems to be a larger interaction effect indicating that pre-
cipitation is reduced when SOx emissions are increased in
presence of BC. This might be due to more absorption of
shortwave radiation by BC when shortwave radiation is
scattered by sulfate aerosols – an interaction effect that
depends on the vertical distribution of both BC and sulfates.
The sign of the scaling coefficient related to Fvolc is con-
sistent with the expectation that a reduction in shortwave
radiation passing the troposphere leads to less absorption of
shortwave radiation. The absolute value of the scaling
coefficients is relatively small as expected from the fact that
TOA and surface forcing of volcanic aerosols do not differ
strongly.
[20] The signs of the other scaling coefficients found for

IBC,volc, Fsolar, and IBC,solar are not consistent with our
expectation based on tropospheric energy budget con-
siderations. Increases in stratospheric aerosols should reduce
the amount of shortwave radiation reaching the troposphere,
which in turn should lead to less absorption of shortwave
radiation by BC particles and increased precipitation. Sim-
ilarly, increasing solar forcing should lead to (slightly) more
shortwave absorption in the troposphere and small decreases
in precipitation as also seen in the experiments by Andrews
et al. [2010]. In both cases, we find however a positive
scaling coefficient with the reasons for this disagreement
being presently unclear. The common feature of these
“problematic” forcings is that their variations are limited to
the 20c3m run which represents a relatively small part of the
whole data set. Analysing the 20c3m runs Lambert and
Allen [2009] also found positive scaling coefficients for
their forcing component that combines volcanic and tropo-
spheric sulfate aerosol forcings. There might be correlated
forcings that influence these scaling coefficients. As well,
the regression could erroneously relate a part of the tem-
perature dependent response to these forcing components.
[21] We trained our statistical model on all available

CMIP3 scenarios. Thus, the question is how suitable our
approach might be for projecting changes for non‐calibrated
scenarios. We tested the prediction skill of the “standard”
model with our “basic” predictors by excluding one scenario
after another from the regression and by predicting changes
in relative precipitation for the excluded scenario. As illus-
trative goodness of fit measure, we computed a root mean
square error (RMSE) of 0.38% precipitation changes across
all scenarios. This can be compared to a RMSE of 0.28%
when all available data points are used for calibration. Given
the overall magnitude of modeled precipitation changes of
up to 5% and 10%, the prediction skill of our statistical
approach is comparatively good (see Figure S7).

6. Conclusions

[22] Our study contributes to the theoretical understanding
of modeled global‐mean precipitation changes. Going
beyond a simple linear scaling with global‐mean tempera-

Table 1. Central Estimates of the Scaling Coefficients (kX), Their

Standard Errors and the Standard Deviation of the Associated

Inter‐model Deviations From the Fixed Effects rX
mod a

Predictor
X

Central Scaling
Coefficients

kX

Results for Normalized
Predictors

kX Std. Error smodel

Standard Model Excluding Inter‐scenario Variability of the Scaling
Coefficients

DTglobal 2.191%/K 2.191 0.116 0.517
DRGHG −0.417%/(W/m2) −0.803 0.102 0.449
EBC −0.068%/(Mt/yr) −0.928 0.096 0.269

DTglobal 2.284%/K 2.284 0.121 0.538
DRCO2 −0.525%/(W/m2) −1.010 0.160 0.708
DRGHG\CO2 −0.150%/(W/m2) −0.288 0.216 0.915
EBC −0.087%/(Mt/yr) −1.188 0.160 0.440

DTglobal 2.180%/K 2.180 0.127 0.564
DRGHG −0.450%/(W/m2) −0.866 0.143 0.630
EBC −0.068%/(Mt/yr) −0.925 0.293 0.777
ESOx −0.001%/(MtS/yr) −0.047 0.144 0.600
IBC,SOx 0.000%/((Mt*MtS)/yr2) −0.245 0.114 0.257
Fvolc −0.137%/(W/m2) −0.133 0.120 0.323
IBC,volc 0.043%/(Mt/yr*W/m2) 0.567 0.164 0.290
Fsolar 3.094%/(W/m2) 0.419 0.180 0.677
IBC,solar 0.019%/(W/m2) 0.035 0.263 0.620

Extended Model Allowing for Inter‐scenario Variabilities of kT
DTglobal 2.365%/K 2.365 0.119 0.523
DRGHG −0.510%/(W/m2) −0.981 0.127 0.564
EBC −0.068%/(Mt/yr) −0.924 0.060 0.150

DTglobal 2.346%/K 2.346 0.102 0.444
DRCO2 −0.503%/(W/m2) −0.967 0.130 0.571
DRGHG\CO2 −0.359%/(W/m2) −0.691 0.226 0.940
EBC −0.081%/(Mt/yr) −1.100 0.104 0.254

aEstimates are based on the “standard” model only including inter‐model
random effects and the “extended” model additionally allowing for inter‐
scenario deviation from kT. Central estimates provided in the first
column refer to variables given in standard units while the results given
in the other columns refer to variables (except of temperature) that are
normalized towards 1999 or 1991 in the case of volcanic forcing,
respectively.
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tures, we have shown that modeled global HS and its var-
iations across scenarios are remarkably well reproduced by
three predictors: global‐mean temperature change, tropo-
spheric GHG forcing and BC emissions. We presented here
the first study analyzing a comprehensive set of AOGCMs
across the full range of future SRES and idealized scenarios
from the CMIP3 archive. We were able to quantify the
distinct precipitation sensitivities by drawing information
from the time‐varying changes within and the comparison of
changes across different scenarios. Our analysis is based on
the assumption that the tropospheric GHG and BC forcing is
proportional to the TOA GHG forcing and BC emissions,
respectively. This assumption needs further validation by
future modeling studies.
[23] Given the skill for predicting global‐mean precipita-

tion changes, multiple scenarios could now be modeled
including those not yet run by a comprehensive set of
AOGCMs. The forthcoming datasets of CMIP5, for which
AOGCMs are likely driven with a more standardized and
comprehensive set of forcings for more model years, will
allow a verification and refinement of this statistical approach
to project and explain global‐mean precipitation changes
across a wide range of future scenarios. Particularly, the
RCP3PD scenario including periods of decreasing forcing
and the abrupt CO2 quadrupling experiments (K. E. Taylor et
al., A summary of the CMIP5 experiment, 2009, http://cmip‐
pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/docs/Taylor_CMIP5_design.pdf)
might add valuable information to decouple the slow tem-
perature related and the fast GHG forcing related responses.
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